
February 2021. Worship - iBuddy activity for our iShare theme:  

‘Our World Around Us’ 
 

Discuss our theme, ‘Our world around us’ and think about where you may have 

seen a beautiful scene. Where was it?  

Look through some amazing scenes on the pdf slides (Monday Worship, iBuddy activity).  

How would you describe these places (shown on slides)?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Read through our Bible verse: 

The Earth is The Lord’s and everything in it, the world and all who live in it. 

(Psalm 24v1) 

What does this mean to you?  

What do you think God would want us to do with His wonderful world?  

Look at the beauty of our world from just outside your window! 

Activity: 

Draw an ‘amazing scene’ from our world, your ‘Scene of Wonder!’  

It could be somewhere you have been, something you have seen in a picture or on television 

(e.g. Natural World, Planet Earth), or something from our environment. 

Use different materials to colour (chalk, paint, watercolour pencils…).  

Whilst you are creating your scene you could listen to, Louis Armstrong’s, ‘What a 

Wonderful World’ on https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p-T6aaRV9HY   

Finish by writing a prayer to thank God for his wonderful creations.  

Don’t forget to send pictures of your scenes and prayers to your class 

celebrations email, thank you! 

 

(See below for suggested prayer to say after your iBuddy learning activity) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p-T6aaRV9HY


A suggested prayer to finish: 

Creator God, 

In bright light and dull darkness  

In the energy of each day and the rest that comes with night  

We remember the goodness of God  

In the heavens high above our heads  

In waters that run deep around the world  

We remember the goodness of God  

In solid land and flowing seas  

In vivid flowers and fruit laden-trees  

We remember the goodness of God  

In the rising and setting of the sun and the cycles of the seasons 

 In the patterns of the shining stars  

We remember the goodness of God 

 In oceans teeming with fish 

 In skies filled with birds  

We remember the goodness of God  

In a world filled with animal life  

And in ourselves as human beings  

We remember the goodness of God  

And God looked and saw all that he had made, and indeed it was very, very good.  

In rest and reflection, in wonder and worship  

We remember the goodness of God.  

Amen 

 

 

 


